
Dear Brothers and Sisters:

Happy New Year. Welcome back to  
another great year. Our new member, 
Larry Klein, will do the January 11th dinner 
with pea soup, tri-tip and turkey legs, 
potatoes and vegetables and lingonberry 
crumble for dessert. We will have the 
installation of board members for 2024.

Our Christmas Dinner and Lucia pageant 
was very successful, and we had about 
150 guests and no rain. I want to thank 
everyone who worked so hard. Our 

abundant raffle was organized by Kerstin 
and Mona; Glögg by Birgitta; MC was 
Hubert; gift bags by Maidie; songs 
by Ann-Sofi; Lucia was organized by 
Ann-Kristin and performed by our Golden 
Valley youth. The set-up and clean-up 
were by Jason and Lucas, bar by Dylan 
and Valerie, equipment by Linda;  
Santa Chuck; and the reservations by 
Lisa. Thank you everyone.
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If you have not paid your 
membership dues, they  
are due.  
Questions? Ask:  
akarling20@yahoo.com

Please send your checks 
to:
Ann-Kristin Karling 
13754 Burbank Blvd.
Sherman Oaks, CA  91401 

Reimbursement for an expense: 

Delphine

 
Dorothy Burns                     
8201 Glade Avenue
Canoga Park, CA 91304
  

 
 or
gladegal2003@yahoo.com

Santa Lucia Participants 2023



JANUARY (1) 
Linda Luna    ? 
Isabella Muscarella   3 
Birgitta Clark    5 
Tyra Dios    7 
Rigmor Johnsdotter   9 
Jennifer Dewey   13 
Chuck Bunnell   26 
Ruzenka di Benedetto   28 
Lars Heinstedt    2l 
Ian Wolf    28 
Theo Wolf    28 
Suzanne Moreland   30

FEBRUARY (2) 

Hanna Claesson-Assad   3 
Olof Wester     4 
Alice Karling     5 
Mona Steffen     5 
Stig Klintare     7 
Mikael Amador-Stromberg   10 
Jason Trowbridge   11 
James Thorsen     13 
Tyler Holstein     17 
Melissa Steffen-Coombes   19 
Tina DeHart     22 
Michel Hamaoui    22 
Bernice Dreher   24 
Annika Cropper   26 
Lage Engblom    27
Annika Cropper   26
Lage Engblom    27

Knut’s party / Julgransskakning (“Shaking the Christmas tree”) 
Traditionally since the 17th century, Christmas ends on the 20th 
day after Christmas in Sweden. It is mentioned in the Old Farm-
er’s Almanac that “King Knut asked them for help to drive out 
Christmas”. In the old Swedish agrarian society, children would 
run from farm to farm to “call out Christmas” (ropa ut julen), that 
is call out that Christmas had ended and beg for food and drink.
During the 20th century, Christmas trees were literally thrown 
out of the window or from the balcony, onto the street once 
they had been “plundered” and stripped of all ornaments.Party 
activities involve singing and dancing around the Christmas tree, 
“looting” the tree of ornamental candy and apples, smashing the 
gingerbread house into pieces and eating it, opening Christmas 
crackers that have been used as decorations in the tree, lotteries, 
creating a fiskdamm (“fishing pond”) where children will “fish” 
for toys and candy or a treasure hunt. 2

GVL Happenings

If you have any pictures or stories to share, please send them to laurietaylor @ hotmail.com!

Happy January/February Birthday!!! 2023 Golden Valley Lodge Board  
& Service Positions

Chair: DelphineTrowbridge 
Vice Chair: Jason Trowbridge
Past Chair: Maidie Karling 
Corresponding Secretary: Dorothy Burns 
Financial Secretary: Ann-Kristin Karling 
Treasurer: Birgitta Clark
Chaplain: Beth Bunnell
Master of Ceremonies: Wenche Eklund 
Assistant MoC: Lucas Taylor
Cultural: Laurie Taylor
Trustee Chairman 1 yr: Kerstin Wendt
 Trustee 2 yr: Maria Jacobs
 Trustee 3 yr: Andrea Tabanelli
Auditor chairman 1 yr: Britt Potter
 Auditor 2 yr: Ann Heinstedt
 Auditor 3 yr : Linda Trowbridge 
Events Co-Chair: Maggie Connelly 
 &  Delphine Trowbridge
Scholarships: Beth Bunnell, Hubert Pitters
Financial: Hubert Pitters 
Historian: Laurie Taylor
Vasa Park: Dorothy Burns, Richard  
Heinstedt, Linnea Heinstedt Alternative  
Ann-Sofi Holst
Bar: Valerie & Dylan Olson 
Newsletter: Laurie Taylor  
Youth Group: Cecilia Trowbridge
Vasa Star: Laurie Taylor

Interesting Bee Facts
Honeybees are in the insect order ‘Hymenoptera’ 
which includes other bees, wasps, ants, and sawflies.
The Latin name of the honeybee is Apis mellifera. Apis 
means ‘swarm’ in Greek and mellifera means hon-
ey-bearing.
Some bee species, including honey bees, are said to 
have descended from wasps.
Honeybees have hairy eyes!
Honeybees have 5 eyes: 2 large compound eyes with 
hexagonal facets and 3 small simple eyes.
The honeybee brain is sophisticated even though it is 
the size of a grain of sugar.
Bees are found on all continents except Antarctica.



It’s the exact opposite of a McMansion. 
The McHive is the world’s smallest 
McDonald’s, and it’s not even fit 
for humans.

The McHive is a miniature McDonald’s 
replica but instead of a cash register, 
fryer and seating inside, it’s just rows 
and rows of honeycombs meant for 
thousands of bees.

The project grew out of an unusual 
feature of Swedish McDonald’s. To 
lessen their environmental impact, some 
McDonald’s locations began installing 
beehives on their roofs.

The fast-food beehive is a nod to an ini-
tiative gaining traction at McDonald’s 
in Sweden. Some McDonald’s restau-
rants have installed beehives on their 
roofs and started replacing the grass on 
their properties with flowers to attract 
the pollinators. Global bee populations

Culture Corner: Nordic Bees

have declined at alarming rates in recent years due to pesticides, disease, and climate change, and the beehive 
project from McDonald’s Sweden is just one creative way people are trying to give bees a boost.

Honey bees are threatened by intensive agriculture, 
habitat loss and climate changes worldwide and are im-
portant to conserve, not only due to their honey produc-
tion but also due to their pollination services. Three-quar-
ters of the world’s crops and one-third of the world’s crop 

production is based on insect-pollinated plant species, 
and honeybees represent an important pollinator. Honey 
bees also provide other products, such as pollen, beeswax 
and propolis. 
 
Today, there are four main types of honey bees kept 
in the Nordic countries: Carniolan, Italian, Brown and 
Buckfast bees. The first three are sub-species of the 
European honey bee (Apis mellifera) and the latter is a 
human-bred hybrid bee. The brown bees are also known 
under the names: European dark bee and black bee. We 
consider the brown bee to be the original honey bee spe-
cies in the Nordic countries. They originally developed 
in the Southwest of the Alps a few million years 
ago and migrated North after the end of the ice 

Nordic Brown Honey Bees
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The Nordic brown bee - Continued

age and reached Denmark and southern Sweden about 
10,000 years ago. Only in the last 100-150 years have the 
other sub-species been imported to the Nordic countries.

The brown bee (Apis mellifera mellifera) evolved 
under different climatic conditions in Europe and big 
seasonal variations, especially in the North. This has 
led to big variations in their characteristics and brood 
rhythm. In general, the brown bee is known to be har-
dy and frugal. They have a larger body size and longer 
hair than other sub-species. Their tongue is relatively 
short, which means that they leave nectar of flowers 
with deep nectarines to their colleagues: bumblebees 
and solitary bees, among others. The brown bees adapt 
their behavior to the climate they are in. In general, it is 
often said that they are confident bees that are not in a 
hurry to fly early in the spring. In intensive agricultural 
areas, where arable plants typically have short-term, but 
intensive flowering, the brown bees cannot make the 
most of the early spring blooming. However, they may 
have an advantage in areas with flowering heather, and 
with dispersed nectar sources. In the Nordic countries, 
where the spring can be cold, and an early warm period 
could be followed by frost, it could be an advantage if 
the bees do not fly out too early. They are also known 
to fly even if the weather is cold and wet. The brown 
bees can therefore be a particularly good choice for the 
beekeepers in the Nordic countries. 

Among the bee sub-species kept in the Nordic coun-
tries, the brown bee is considered worthy of preserva-
tion efforts because it is the native honey bee, and it is 
endangered with very few left of this bee worldwide. 
Other sub-species have been introduced everywhere, 
and due to the bees’ special mating biology, it has not 
been possible to prevent crosses. Queens mate with 
drones that can come from any hive within a radius of 
about 3-4 km, and in some cases even up to 20km. If 
the brown bees are to be maintained as a pure sub-spe-
cies, conservation measures are necessary.

We know little about beekeeping in the Nordic coun-
tries before the advent of Christianity. However, we do 
know that the harvesting of honey from wild bee colo-
nies (honey gathering) has been practiced in both Den-
mark and Sweden since the early times. Even before 
the Middle Ages, Sweden had detailed laws on who had 
the right to the wild bee colonies in the forest, and on 
what conditions one could harvest honey from these. In 
Norway there is no certain historical documentation of 

beekeeping until the 18th century. However, the Vikings 
mention bees and honey (for mead...yummy!) in their 
Sagas, and products from bees, such as honey and bees-
wax was used in Norway throughout the Middle Ages. 

People were surprised when bees were found in con-
nection with archaeological excavations in the Old 
Town in central Oslo in 1975. This material was dated 
to 1175-1225, and measurements showed that it was 
pure brown bees. Whether this is proof that beekeep-
ing was practiced in Norway at this time as well, how-
ever, is an open question. Modern beekeeping, where 
the bees have been kept in man-made beehives, has 
been practiced since the 16th century both in Sweden 
and in Denmark. At the same time, publications from 
Swedish priests tell of widespread honey gathering 
from 1650 onwards.

Denmark
The Danish Beekeepers’ Association was founded in 
1866. The goal was “to get the regular man involved 
and teach him to look after the bees in the best way, in 
modern hives with movable frames”. And one must be 
able to say that the Danes succeed: since the 1990-ies, 
140 to 150,000 colonies have been kept in Denmark. 
However, there are very few brown bee colonies.

In 1990 there were around 400 brown bee colonies 
and today there is about 200 brown bee colonies in 
Denmark, most on the island of Læsø, in addition to 
some on the island Endelave, and a few apiaries scat-
tered throughout the country. The number of beekeepers 
involved in the conservation work is about 20. The is-
land of Læsø was one of the last places with pure brown 
bee colonies in the Nordic counties and today, a part of 
the Island of Læsø is conserved as an area reserved for 
pure brown bees as the only place in Denmark.

Sweden
As early as 1750, a survey was conducted of the 
prevalence of beekeeping in Sweden, and the results 
showed that there were 30,000 beehives in the country. 
In 2000, it was estimated that there were 110,000 bee-
hives in in total Sweden and about 14,000 beekeepers. 
There are much fewer brown bees, with an estimated 
2000-3000 colonies of brown bees in Sweden today.
Brown bee enthusiasts in Sweden have been work-
ing to build up the strain of pure brown bees (project 
«NordBi») since late 1980’s, with support from The 
World Wildlife Fund (WWF) and later also the Swedish 



authorities. Breeding material has been based on the 
remains of Swedish brown bees, as well as imported 
Læsø material. Isolated places have been found that 
can be used for mating the queens (mating stations) 
and today there are several pure mating areas in sever-
al parts of Sweden — in northern Värmland, the whole 
of Härjedalen, most of Jämtland, parts of Medelpad, 
Västerbotten and Norrbotten. On the island of Lurö 
in Lake Vänern, there has been a mating station since 
1984 where 800-1000 queens are mated every year. 
Half of these are exported to other countries in Europe.

Finland
The first bees were brought here from Estonia in the 
1750’s. However, they did not survive the cold winters in 
Finland. The first surviving bee society was brought from 
Sweden in 1777 and placed in the garden of the Turku 
Academy in Ruissalo. The Finns were otherwise early in 
importing new species, as the first Italian bees came to 
the country as early as 1866. By the 1960s, pure brown 
bee colonies had almost disappeared. Only the Väinö 
Mäki strain has remained, which has now merged with 
other brown bee strains, and the current brown bee popu-
lation in Finland come from Sweden and Ireland.

Today there is about 80,000 beehives in total, and out of 
these about 300 are brown bee colonies kept by approx-
imately 30 beekeepers. Two breeders mate their queens 
on islands, each producing about 100 queens per year. 
One breeder produces about 30 queens per year in the 
deep forest, and more breeders are trying to start up 
breeding on islands. There is an association for brown 
bee beekeepers in Finland, which is also a member of 
the Finnish beekeeper Association. They are trying to 
recruit more beekeepers of brown bees. Thus, the keep-
ing of brown bees in Finland is still under development.

Norway
The first reliable information about beekeeping in 
Norway is from 1740, when beehives were imported 
to Kristiania (now Oslo). The Norwegian Beekeepers’ 
Association was founded in 1884, which contributed to 
further increased interest in beekeeping, and the agri-
cultural census in 1891 showed that there were about 
17,000 beehives in Norway. In 1992 there were approx-
imately 90,000 beehives. Norway has pure brown bees 
in parts of the Agder counties and Rogaland. In this 
area, one has mostly had this species since the begin-
ning of beekeeping. In 1987, the Norwegian authorities 
approved the municipalities of Flekkefjord, Sokndal 

and Lund as purebred breeding areas for brown bees. 
This means that within these municipalities it is forbid-
den to keep bees other than pure brown bees.

The Norwegian Beekeepers Association has been breed-
ing Brown Bees since 1976, However, they also breed 
other bee species. In 2013, the Norwegian Brown Bee 
Association was established to work on conservation 
and breeding of the brown bee. Today there are about 
50,000 honey bee colonies in Norway, and around 4000 
beekeepers. Of these, about 4000 are brown bee colo-
nies from about 400 beekeepers, where 1000-1100 of 
the brown bee colonies are in legal conservation areas. 

Iceland
The first attempt at beekeeping in Iceland was in Ak-
ureyri in 1935 and it lasted for several years, but unfa-
vourable weather conditions and difficulties in import-
ing led to its abandonment. The next attempt was in 
1943 in Reykjavík and lasted until World War II. Both 
attempts included brown bees imported from Norway. 
The third attempt began in 2000 and is still going on. It 
is not clear how many hives are alive today, but in com-
parison with recent years, it can be estimated that about 
120 hives are alive in Iceland today, all Buckfast bees.

Due to the large winter losses, there has been in-
creased discussion about changing species to the 
Nordic brown bee. When importing bees to Iceland, 
one must be extremely careful not to import diseases 
or mites as Iceland is currently free of brood mites. 
Private initiative has been made to import carefully 
vetted brown bee queens to Iceland, and NordGen’s 
Nordic Brown Bee Network has aided in connecting 
this private initiative to other Nordic beekeepers. 10-
20 queens each from Norway and Sweden will be im-
ported privately. In addition, The Icelandic beekeeper 
association has planned an import of 4 fertile brown 
queens. The hope is that within a few years there will 
be viable brown bee colonies also in Iceland.

Brown bees outside the Nordic countries
There are brown bees outside of the Nordic countries 
as well. In an isolated area in the Maritime Alps in the 
south of France, queens are bred for sale in addition to 
an active network of beekeepers that have conserva-
tion areas in many parts of France. The starting point 
for these bees is the native French brown bees. This 
can be important material to take care of, as this area 
is considered the area of   origin for the brown bees. In 

The Nordic brown bee - Continued
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Austria, there are brown bees in Tyrol. From “Tiroler 
Imkerschule” you can buy purebred brown queens. 
In Switzerland, the breeding of Brown bees is well 
organised with several mating stations.

There is a large population of brown bees in Ireland 
and the British Isles, for example, the Island of Co-
lonsay in Scotland. Isle of Man has banned import 
of other bees to protect from varroa mites, resulting 
in pure brown bees on the island. In the North-west 
of Italy, in Belgium and the Netherlands, small but 
pure populations occur too. Poland is having an active 
brown bee program; however, the local beekeepers are 
shifting more toward introduced bees. Germany has all 
but exterminated the Brown bees, with massive sup-
port for the introduced Carniolan bees.

Conclusion
There are two options when it comes to conserving ge-
netic resources in bees: isolated living populations or 
the use of artificial insemination to exchange genetic 
material across borders. The former method is a very 
resource-intensive conservation method and artificial 
insemination is not widely available yet. Freezing of 
semen and embryos in a gene bank is also an option 
to conserve genetic material, but the technology for 
this need to be developed in addition to the best option 
being live, viable populations.

The brown bee is on the verge of extinction worldwide 
after dominating large parts of Europe until the 20th 

century. It is therefore of significant importance that 
conservation measures are implemented in those plac-
es where there are still pure strains of this sub-species. 
On an International level, SICAMM — The Interna-
tional Association for the Protection of the European 
Dark Bee has been impactful. In the Nordic region, 
significant work has been done through the Nordic 
Brown Bee Network, where experts from the Nor-
dic Countries have come together to make an Action 
Plan, with an updated version in 2019. The action plan 
highlights and prioritizes actions for the conservation 
of brown bees. Cooperation amongst actors and coor-
dination at national and international levels are of the 
utmost importance. More specifically, consistent char-
acterization of bee populations in the Nordic region 
to facilitate the exchange of breeding material where 
necessary, and development and promotion of brown 
bee specific management techniques were identified as 
important conservation measures.

Most of the conservation work is done locally with-
in each country. Without local beekeepers and their 
interest in conservation, the conservation work is 
impossible. Therefore, it is important to recruit new 
beekeepers and breed the brown bee with attractive 
qualities for beekeepers. The goal for the brown bee 
conservation work is to have viable populations of 
brown bees, with characteristics that beekeepers value, 
in each of the Nordic countries.

https://www.nordgen.org/en/native-breed/the-nordic-brown-bee/

The Nordic brown bee - Continued

https://www.cnn.com/travel/worlds-best-cheese-awards-2023-norway/index.html 6

A Norwegian blue cheese bested contenders from 
around the world to become the world’s new No. 1 
cheese for 2023.

The cheese, Nidelven Blå from cheesemaker Gangstad 
Gårdsysteri, vied against the crème de la crème of the 
cheese world in Trondheim, Norway, in the world’s largest 
global cheese event.

Organized by the Guild of Fine Food, the World Cheese 
Awards, now in its 35th edition, saw experts from across 
the globe join forces to crown this year’s champion.

And 2023 marked a record-breaking year for the competi-
tion, with 4,502 cheeses, the highest number ever, arriving 
“by boat, truck, train and plane” to be judged by an esteemed 
panel of cheese experts.

World’s Best Cheese Winner



Centerpiece Raffles We had a great craft at the December meeting 
making paper hearts. 
This fun craft was led by our member Danielle 
Sommer.

December Meeting and Christmas Party



December Meeting and Christmas Party

You have to be there to win 
the capsule drawing!

Jason has some help with the 
capsule drawing and raffle

2023 Scholarship Recipients
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Note the deadline is January 15th!
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